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1) Introduction 
The following is a report on the work done to date, with funds from IWGIA, to establish community 
management of traditional user areas in the O (river) Jaloi Catchment area1. This has involved both 
community mapping establishing community control and management over the important tourist sites 
of the O Sing Lear and O Jaloi Seven Steps waterfalls. This update accompanies the accounts for the 
period to the end of 31/12/2001. The project is not yet complete and so a further update will follow on 
completion of the mapping work in 2 more villages. 
 
1.2) The Project 
It is intended that this community management and mapping work will form the basis of an overall 
Jaloi watershed management plan. By working with communities to define community management 
and user areas, it is hoped to establish community management as an integral part of sustainable 
watershed management. This builds on the work, over the past 3 years, of the Community based 
natural resource management (CBNRM) planning unit within the Ratanakiri Provincial Department of 
the Environment.2 The CBNRM team has been working in communes neighbouring the Jaloi 
watershed establishing community land use and management plans, community forestry, etc. and 
submitting these village based plans for approval to the Provincial Government. 
 
This project was originally intended to train local community members to map the community use and 
management areas in the O Jaloi Watershed. The need to urgently establish community management 
over O Sing Lear core zone has meant that the catchment mapping work has had to be delayed. This 
community management work in the O Sing Lear core zone builds on earlier work of developing Yeak 
Laom lake community managed tourism area, which is now also being run totally by local Tampuen 
villagers (See Map - Ratanakiri Province). 
 
1.3) Introduction to the area 
The source of the Jaloi river is Yun hill (508m) in the centre of Ratanakiri's volcanic plateau. Along 
the length of this river are large areas of pristine forest. Several dispersed hill tribe villages of the 
indigenous Tampuen people are also located in this watershed. The thick forested landscape bears 
testimony to their skill and knowledge in working with their environment. While large areas are 
covered in old growth forest, many other areas of dense secondary regrowth forest are actually past 
and future swidden agriculture fields.  
 
The Jaloi river is famous for the 'Seven steps waterfall' and a taller (6m) O (river) Sing Lear waterfall 
on one of its tributaries. During the 1960s a runway was cleared near the Seven steps waterfall to 
allow tourist planes to land to visit the site. There was also vehicle access by road.  
 
In October 1995 the Ratanakiri Provincial Government established a series of 11 Provincial Protected 
Areas which included O Sing Lear Protected Area (the Seven steps and O Sing Lear waterfalls), to be 
placed under the jurisdiction of the Provincial Department Of Environment. These areas were chosen 
for their natural beauty and their potential for eco-tourism development. These Protected Areas have 

                                                           
1 The original title of the Project Proposal was O Sing Lear Catchment area. O Sing Lear is a small tributary of the O Jaloi. 
The area has become known as o Sing Lear because of the 6m tall waterfall on this stream. About a kilometre away from 
this waterfall is the Seven Steps waterfall on the O Jaloi. The O Jaloi is the major river of the area with an overall 
watershed area considerably bigger than O Sing Lear (see Map of O Jaloi watershed) 
2 Supported by the UNDP-CARERE/IDRC Project   



existed in name only except for the work done since 1996 to establish a 200 ha. core zone around 
Yeak Laom crater lake.  
 
Much has changed since 1995. In 2000 the old road to the waterfalls was cleared again to allow 
vehicular access. The reason for the reopening of this road was because of the rapid growth of gem 
(zircons) mining in an area about 2 kilometres from both the Seven Steps and O Sing Lear waterfalls. 
From a population of around 20 in 1998 this gem mining town has grown into a tent city of over 2,500 
to become the second biggest town of Ratanakiri Province.3 In the middle of such pristine areas of 
forest such a settlement is already cutting trees for firewood, and the demand for wood to build houses 
will only increase. Forest management planning is urgently required that establishes and recognises 
the rights of the indigenous forest managers and regulates the fast growing demand.  
 

 
Photo 2 – Jumroom Bie Srok gem mining town. 
 
2) Initial Activities - July - Sept 2000 
In June 2000, with the rapid increase in population in the O Sing Lear area and the reopening of 
vehicular access, the Provincial Government asked the CBNRM Team to assist with establishing 
community management of the O Sing Lear Protected Area based on the model already established in 
Yeak Laom Protected Area. This request included assisting with the establishment of a watershed 
management plan that outlined management and protection of the larger Jaloi river system.  
 
This request was followed by an inter-departmental meeting of relevant Departments - Culture, Rural 
Development, Environment, Tourism, Agriculture, to discuss the establishment of O Sing Lear 
Protected Area. Six people were selected for an O Sing Lear Core Team; 3 from Virachey National 
Park - Environment Department, 2 from the Agriculture Department, and 1 each from the Culture and 
Tourism Departments. This team of government staff would be supported by the CBNRM Team 
within the Department of Environment.     
                                                           
3 The town has become known as Jumroom Bie Srok (3 District settlement) because it is at the meeting point of 3 Districts 
- Lumphat, Bokeo, Ban Lung. Up until Nov. 18 2000 this town had no official status officially under the civil 
administration of Galang village, with the military being responsible for law and order. With the official declaration of Bie 
Srok as a new town, for the time being administered by the Provincial Governor's office, a civil administration was 
installed and it's name changed to the O Sing Lear Area (not to be confused with the O Sing Lear Protected Area).  



 
During this planning process 4 villages were selected as covering the most important areas of the Jaloi 
watershed. The two villages in the upper watershed are Kanang and Chongra. The 2 villages on either 
side of the Seven Steps waterfall are Galang and Ol. O Sing Lear waterfall is in Galang village. (see 
map - O Jaloi Watershed)  
 
2.1) Training of Core Team 
This was conducted by the CBNRM team and involved training in general PRA research - sketch 
maps, problem analysis, village data collection, the meaning of CBNRM, facilitation skills, etc.  
 
2.2) Initial Discussions with villagers  
These began in July 2000 with the Core Team introducing the initiative to local people. Basic village 
data from the villagers was collected for a one month period. Information was collected about annual 
work cycles, livelihoods, village populations, and cultural traditions. Village natural resource use was 
also studied including the problems created by their destruction.   
 
2.3) Selection of Community Natural Resource Management Committees  
At the end of this data collection period the community was asked if they wanted to select a committee 
to be responsible for resource management work in the village. In village meetings villagers explained 
that their natural resources were being destroyed and that a committee was necessary to contact with 
the O Sing Lear core team. The required criteria for these representatives was developed during 
meetings. Criteria included people who had a good knowledge of the village land area, who like 
working for the community, have good health, are honest, popular and able to read and write some 
Khmer. From this criteria a village resource management committee was chosen of 5 people, 
including 2 women, consisting of the following offices; 
 Leader 
 Assistant leader 
 Secretary 
 Ranger 
 Financial manager 
 
The villagers preferred an informal show of hands voting procedure to select the committee members 
and a leader. A record of people selected was handed to the Village, Commune and District authorities 
committees for their recognition. Village elders were also given a role of advisers to these committees. 
 
After the village meetings a commune level workshop was held at Lumphat District offices covering 
the 2 communes - Galang Commune (Chongra and Galang villages) and in Batang Commune (Ol and 
Kanang villages). This meeting included village RM Committee members, elders and village, 
commune and district representatives. This included a discussion of the project, visioning, the 
importance of CBNRM and whether people are able to participate. During this meeting a commune 
NRM Committee was selected, with a similar allocation of offices to the village level committees. 
Elders were also selected to act as advisers to this commune committee.     
 
2.4) Training of community members  
All resource management committee members attended a 3 day training in Lumphat (District seat) 
which covered the following topics; 
 What does natural resources mean 
 What is traditional resource management 
 What are the objectives of NRM  
 Why is it necessary to manage natural resources 
 What is community based natural resource management  
 What is the usefulness to local people of managing natural resources  



 What is community forestry 
 How can the community manage natural resources 
 How should communities participate - who should participate 
 Why should villagers participate in the programme 
 Why don't villagers just let the local and provincial government do NRM 
 What are the roles and responsibilities of the commune NRM Committee?  
 What are the roles and responsibilities of villagers and the community  
 
During this training the O Sing Lear core zone area was roughly delineated, and an ongoing workplan 
developed. 
 
2.5) Study Tour  
After the committee training a 2 day study tour was conducted for 16 people to areas where the 
CBNRM team has been working since 1997 and before. Committee members saw community forestry 
activities, in Som Thom commune, Oyadao District and O Chum commune, O Chum District, and 
community management of a tourism recreation area at Yeak Laom crater lake.  
 
2.6) Initial zone delineation 
After these initial discussions Galang village communities delineated 3 areas for community forestry 
and a further area as a core zone of protection around the 2 important waterfalls. Ol village delineated 
a large community forestry area along the Jaloi river, and coinciding with Galang village's Phnom 
(hill) Sraliew community forest area on the western side of the Jaloi river. Ol village also delineated a 
core zone area to coincide with Galang village's on the other side of the river as well as a wildlife 
sanctuary connected to this.   
 
Kanang village delineated 2 areas of their village that they would like to protect as community forest 
and as wildlife sanctuaries. Chongra village delineated 3 areas that they would like to protect as 
community forest areas. (See Appendix 4 - Sketch maps from villages) 
 
2.7) Research on local place names  
Part of the initial zone delineation process included the training of 2 Provincial GIS operators in 
village based research. Part of this training involved working with Galang villagers to map their 
village area using local place names. This is considered an essential step in the processing of data in 
GIS for map production, preparation of geographic databases etc. It was also part of coordinating the 
village based planning with the computer based GIS map production work. (See map - Galang village 
place names) 
 
3) Detailed mapping and zone delineation - Nov. - Dec. 2000 
While Russian jeeps continued to service the town throughout the rainy season, by Oct/Nov the road 
had become a series of muddy ruts, that often buried vehicles up to their axles and made motorbike 
travel impossible. As a result the Core Team stopped working in the area in Sept. With the cessation 
of the rains this year access was again possible into the area.  
 
3.1) Galang village 
In November the community mapping team began to delineate the management zones identified by the 
community. Discussions were held with village elders to explain the use and purpose of GPS 
surveying. Initial training of 4 Galang village community mappers was largely done in the field. These 
community mappers learned to use a GPS receiver and to record the information. The transfer of this 
information to standard topographic maps was also explained. This process is also about the local 
community resource managers learning about their own village territory by walking their village and 
zone boundaries with the senior village elders. Discussions were also held 'on-route' with 
neighbouring village elders about traditional village territories, problems of encroachment by other 
villages onto Galang village land etc.    



 
With the completion of zone delineation in Galang village a preliminary map was prepared and 
presented to the village's resource management committee for their agreement. On discussion of this 
map with neighbouring villages it was found that there is disagreement over the Galang village 
boundary. This boundary is presently being dealt with by the leaders and village elders of these 

villages. 
Photo 3 – Galang Villagers discuss during the mapping process 
  
3.2) Ol Village 
The issue of traditional village territories and encroachment onto other village's land is most apparent 
in Ol village. Present day Ol village houses are actually situated beside a 60ha area of wetland which 
was used during the Khmer Rouge era for paddy rice production. This land is actually within the 
traditional territory of neighbouring Chree village. Chree village have allowed Ol village to use their 
land but have prohibited land sales. This also means that Ol village is some distance (5km) from the 
waterfall areas it intends to manage with Galang village, making access problematic. 
 
Ol village wish to preserve the old forest in their traditional village lands, situated along the banks of 
O Jaloi, in 3 separate zones - a community forest, O Sing Lear core zone, and a wildlife reserve. 
Delineation was carried out with members of the village's resource management committee and the 
village elders. 



Photo 4 - Ol Village Natural Resource Management Committee 
 
The elders regard their duty to pass on these forested areas to future generations with some 
seriousness, explaining that they want their grandchildren to see forest, wildlife, etc. A 67 year old 
elder accompanied the mapping team during this entire process, often walking large distances, just 
because he felt this sense of duty for the coming generations. 
 
Again initial GPS and map reading training was largely on the job. Villagers reported that large 
numbers of Gateng (large bovine) often visit certain areas of their forest and wish to preserve these 
areas as a sanctuary. The Ol village management zones largely coincide with areas delineated by 
Galang village on the other side of the river. When a draft map was presented to them and they saw 
that their core zone area was smaller than Galang village's they decided to increase the size of their 
core zone and community forest areas. 
 
What is actually developing out of this process is a mosaic of community initiated protected areas. 
Each of the community forest, core zone areas and wildlife reserves are linked together and the Jaloi 
river is easily forded by animals in places. The process is far from complete because other forested 
areas in neighbouring villages' territory also connect with these forest management zones and it is 
necessary to consult with these villages to see if they would also like to be part of this forest 
management mosaic. (See Map - Galang and Ol village zone delineation) 



 
Photo 5 – Ol Village elders mark their vilage boundaery during the mapping process. 
 
4) Government - Community discussions over the management of O Sing Lear Protected Area.  
While the mapping team was in Galang village (Nov. 2000) they were requested by the resource 
management committee to attend a ceremony, held on 18/11/2000, to inform of the establishment of O 
Sing Lear Area (town). This entailed the withdrawal of the military administrators who had been 
responsible for law and order in the town and the installation of a civil administration on 1/12/2000. 
The ceremony was attended by the 1st and 2nd Provincial Vice Governors, and many Heads of 
Department and senior government officials. The villagers saw this as an opportunity to establish their 
management claim over the O Sing Lear Protected Area and a chance to air grievances they had with  
the 'Bie Srok' town administration.  

 
 

  
  

Photos 6 and 7 – Ceremony to announce the establishment of O Sing Lear Area (town), and official 
celebrations after the ceremony (Provincial Vice Governors, Heads of Departments etc.)  
 



The event turned out to be largely recreational after the official declaration of a civil administration 
for O Sing Lear Area, with lunch at the Seven Steps waterfall. The mapping consultant was however 
able to discuss the community management of O Sing Lear Protected Area with both the 1st and 2nd 
Provincial Vice Governors and Mr. Touk, the newly appointed 2nd in charge of O Sing Lear Area. 
Both Vice Governors stressed the urgency and importance of establishing protection of this area, and 
also the right of local communities to manage it. Signs claiming pieces of land near the waterfall area 
were also discussed with the 2nd Vice Governor who stressed to the new town administrators that 
noone has a right to claim land within this protected area or to cut trees. The 2nd Vice Governor gave 
permission for the use of 5-6ha of paddy land within this area that had been used during the Khmer 
Rouge period (actually along the Sing Lear stream, above the waterfall (see map - Core Zone). 
 
4.1) Follow up to the Provincial Government visit 
Upon meeting with village elders after this ceremony it was decided to ask for a meeting between 
Galang village elders and resource management committee members, and the new civil administration 
of O Sing Lear Area. This meeting was held on 22/11/2000 and was attended by the Chief of the 
Provincial Department of Environment and facilitated by CBNRM staff. During this meeting maps of 
the community forest and O Sing Lear core zones that Galang villagers had delineated were presented 
to the new town administrators. These officials agreed to support this zoning and forest management 
process. The Provincial Chief of Environment also explained that the town administrators do not have 
administrative rights over the O Sing Lear Protected Area and the principle of community 
management over this area was again confirme . 

 
Photo 8 – Meeting at O Sing Lear Area (to
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attended by representatives of several Government Departments including, Agriculture, Forestry, 
Land Titles, Health, Environment, Tourism. The new town administrators of O Sing Lear Area 
(Town), the Lumphat District Governor and Galang Commune Chief were also present. Community 
representatives included Galang village chief and elders and the resource management committees 
from Galang, Chongra, Ol and Kanang villages together with a large number of villagers. Members of 
the O Sing Lear Core and CBNRM Teams also attended   
 
This was a deliberate strategy by the Governor to prevent the new O Sing Lear town administrators 
from encroaching into the management of O Sing Lear Protected Area. The Governor made it clear 
that only the local communities have rights to manage tourism activities of the waterfall area. He also 
stated that 15% of the Government's income from mining activities around O Sing Lear town would 
go towards establishing management and protection of O Sing Lear Protected Area. 
 
The Governor expressed his wish that community management of the waterfall areas of the Protected 
Area be in place and operating in time for the Khmer New Year celebrations (mid April 2001). He 
also said that when the management plan is in place for this area he would come again to Galang 
village to officially hand over the area to the community. The meeting was 'sealed' with the drinking 
of rice wine.          
 
5) Training of community members, the CBNRM Team and the Provincial GIS operators. 
Another aspect of building the links between communities and government has been to ensure 
community participation in government resource management planning. An important part of the work 
of the CBNRM Project to date has been to build these links, and reinforcing this community input is 
also an important objective of this O Sing Lear Project. These planning activities have reached a new 
stage with the beginnings and ongoing development of a Provincial GIS database, and more recently 
(Jan 2001) with the investment of $25,000 - $30,000 in aerial photographs of areas of the Province 
most affected by rapid change over the past few years.5 These photographs will be geo-referenced and 
will serve not only for analysis of land cover changes, but also for important land tenure work that is 
expected with the passing of the new Land Law. 
 
The challenge therefore is to ensure that the community voice is heard in this specialist world of high 
tech computers, GPS, GIS, remote sensing, etc. An important strategy in this process is in making sure 
that the names for the features of the landscape are those of the local communities. Other equally 
important strategies include building the abilities of local communities to map their traditional areas 
with GPS and to converse in the dominant mapping language. Further steps, not yet realised, include 
training indigenous people in the use of GIS, aerial photographic analysis, etc. 
 
5.1) GIS Training for Provincial GIS operators and CBNRM Team members - 11-15/12/2000 
An Australian volunteer GIS operator assisted with training of the provincial GIS and CBNRM staff. 
During this week the provincial GIS operators worked to collate the field information that had been 
collected from Galang and Ol villages. 
 
CBNRM field staff worked closely with the GIS operators to process this information. This increased 
the understanding of both field and GIS staff of the processing of this information into mapped form. 
With this training it is hoped that provincial level GIS operators will be able to more effectively 
support the community mapping process. 
 
These maps were then taken back to the village for editing and suggestions for further refinement. 
This resulted, as mentioned, with Pum Ol increasing the size of their part of the core zone to coincide 
with Galang village's. 

                                                           
5 Areas covered by aerial photographs include areas where Community resource management activities are either 
underway or planned. This includes the O Jaloi watershed.  



Photo 9 – GIS Training of Provincial GIS Operators and CBNRM Team. 
 
5.2) Community Mapping and Protected Area Management Training - 27 - 29 Dec.    
Increasing the communities’ capacity to understand maps and use GPS is an important objective of 
this project. Training material in Khmer language has been developed, and this training attempted to 
improve and refine the material, and the training methods, in order to develop a standardized training 
to be used with other communities. The 2  Provincial GIS operators are being prepared for this 
training role and have since carried out mapping/GPS training with community representatives from 
neighbouring areas to O Jaloi watershed. 
 
Participants included 2 representatives each from 3 of the O Jaloi watershed villages as well as 
community GPS users from Yeak Laom commune and the Yeak Laom lake management committee. 
Map training was a follow up to the field work already done and was activity based. It included the 
following; 
 - Understanding scale and drawing a simple scaled map of the lake centre, 
 - Map drawing from aerial photographs of the area 
 - Explanation of the use of coordinates to describe position on maps 
 - Reviewing the use of GPS, and plotting the GPS position on maps  
 - Practical exercise to obtain GPS readings and plot them 
 - Exercise to record the Yeak Laom protected area core zone boundary with a GPS receiver 
  and plot it, 
 - Demonstration of contours and reading different contour shapes on the map 
  
 
This training was held at Yeak Laom lake centre and trainees took the opportunity on Friday 29/12 to 
learn about the activities of the Tampuen community management committee in managing this area.   
 
 
 



6) Developing a management plan and rules and regulations of O Sing Lear Protected Area. 
With the Governors request to have the community in charge of and running O Sing Lear Protected 
Area by Khmer New Year, the priority has shifted to establishing the rules and regulations for the 
management of this area. This urgency was reinforced by the interception during Chinese New Year 
(Jan 24) of photocopied receipts, intended for use in Seven Steps waterfall area, for the taking of 
money from bicycles, motos and cars. A person from Kratie Province had contacted the Provincial 
Chief of Tourism about establishing a private business for taking parking fees at the waterfalls. From 
the 24-26 Jan. parking fees were collected. This was at first opposed by the village committees, but on 
meeting with the chief of O Sing Lear town and the Provincial Tourism Chief the village committee 
could only accept a compromise and share the income for Chinese New Year. The village committees 
are adamant that they will not accept anyone to take parking fees during Khmer New Year, but the 
episode shows their vulnerability and the urgent need to implement community management. A report 
of this incident has been sent to the Provincial Governor.  
 
Village meetings have been held in all 4 villages to develop rules and regulations for the management 
of this area. (see Appendix 1). These rules need to be further discussed in all villages to draw them 
together as community regulations for the area. These will then be presented in a District workshop 
consisting of all stakeholders.  
 
7) Ongoing activities - Jan - March 2001 
Present and ongoing community mapping and community management activities include; 
 
7.1) Present Activities - late Jan. - early Feb. 2001 
• GPS mapping of the enlarged core zone in Ol village - Field work is presently being carried out to 

finalise the core zone and to delineate Ol village's traditional boundaries. 
• Discussions between village elders to settle village boundary disputes in Galang village. CBNRM 

and O Sing Lear core team will have limited involvement. 
 
7.2) Community Management 
• Establishment of an overall committee from the 4 villages to be responsible for the tourism 

management activities in the waterfall area.  
• Exchange visits between Yeak Laom and O Sing Lear Protected Areas for tourism training. This 

will be an opportunity to build on the capacity building work in Yeak Laom where management 
committee members form Yeak Laom can train their counterparts from O Sing Lear in the 
management of tourism for community income. 

• Preparation of the O Jaloi waterfall area to receive guests for Khmer New Year. 
• Identification of ongoing support and funding to assist with the establishment of community 

management in O Sing Lear. 
• District and Provincial level workshops to finalise rules and regulations and management plan of O 

Sing Lear Protected Area to precede the official handover of the area to the communities. 
• Development of community forest management in areas outside of the core zone. This includes the 

urgent need to hold discussions with O Sing Lear town about sustainable forest management and 
the involvement of local communities in the selection of trees for harvesting for house construction 
in the new town. Other difficult issues include the use of top quality hardwood trees that were cut 
in the 1997-98 dry season during a massive burst of 'unofficially' sanctioned logging, but were 
never transported off site. It is planned to undertake forestry action research in cooperation with the 
Provincial Forestry Office and CARERE/IDRC research programme.  

 
 
 
 
7.3) Community Mapping 



• GPS mapping work to define village user areas and boundaries in Kanang and Chongra villages. 
This has been delayed because of the priority to establish community management of O Sing Lear 
Protected Area. 

• Village level discussion and explanation of this mapping work in all 4 villages. 
• Development of an overall Jaloi watershed management plan and presentation of this plan for 

provincial recognition. This includes discussions with neighbouring villages about the size of the 
overall community protected area that is being designated.  

• Analysis and community discussion of information from the new aerial photographs, as part of the 
process of establishing a watershed management plan.  

 
See also Appendix 2 - Village work and management plans. 
 
8) Discussion 
 
8.1) Participation of women 
An issue for ongoing community mapping work is that in hill tribe cultures the men are the ones who 
go walking in forests, hunting, etc. This means that community mapping activities, including the 
recent training, have largely been all male affairs. This has implications for control of technologies 
such as GPS and ongoing land use planning and management. The women committee members in 
both Ol and Galang are keen to participate, but for the mapping work they see their role as supportive 
rather than active. Womens' involvement in this work was discussed with both committees. Their 
response was that the women committee members are keen to participate in the tourism management 
side of the activities. 
 
The issue of womens' involvement in land use planning perhaps requires separate discussions with 
womens' groups to understand problems and delineate important use areas and their management. As a 
follow up to the GPS and mapping training it is planned to conduct training in the villages using the 
community mappers who attended the course. This needs to be designed so that the wider community 
have a basic understanding of the technologies and processes being used, and specifically needs to 
include and involve women.   
 
A further aspect that needs to be considered is the training of women to process geographic 
information, establish databases, and to use GIS software. Maintaining and developing databases will 
become increasingly important as more community user areas are mapped, as land tenure information 
is incorporated, as the aerial photographs are processed, etc. A policy of training both women and 
indigenous people needs to be part of this database development.     
 
8.2) Ownership of community information 
The process of community mapping meant that communities have given freely of their information. 
The most notable examples in this case has been explaining the location of gems in their forest areas, 
or areas of valuable timber, wildlife, etc. Care must be taken that this kind of information is not used 
against communities. This has implications for database development, access to information, and even 
where this information will be stored. The present plan is to set up a Provincial GIS database within 
the Provincial Rural Development Committee. The question is who actually owns this information and 
how can communities control the information that belongs to them. Along with community mappers 
and GPS users, the challenge is, at the very least, to inform and seek approval from communities for 
information kept about them in the GIS database.    
 
8.3) Threats to Community Management 
With the establishment of a sizable town in the middle of the proposed community management areas, 
it is not certain how far community rights will be respected. There is no overall natural resource 
planning framework in Cambodia and so resource use decisions are adhoc, and largely guided by the 



prospect of short term material gain at all levels of government. The incident where an outsider was 
allowed to set up a private business to take parking fees at O Jaloi waterfalls shows the way that the 
only agreement that is really accepted is one that is demonstrably in place on the ground. Words mean 
little. 
 
A further major threat in this environment is, where will the search for gems lead? There are no 
requirements for rehabilitation of the area after mining, and the fees collected from the miners largely 
become income for government officials. Uncontrolled discharge of water from the pumping of 
ground water from mines has also already caused gully erosion in some of the tributaries that feed into 
O Sing Lear stream. At present the gem mining area is near the town in an area of recently abandoned 
chamka land and largely deforested. This area is very near to areas that the community would like to 
protect - the O Sing Lear Core Zone, community forest areas. The gems could peter out as fast as they 
began, or a new find could be made causing problems for forest protection. Old gem mining holes 
litter the forests of this area, dug by local villagers over many years. A substantial find of gems could 
be made anywhere and if so the tide will be difficult to hold back.  
 
Alternatively if gems are not found in sufficient quantities will the miners just move on, or will they 
turn their attention to the substantial timber resources and the fertile land of the area? This will cause 
further problems not only for forest protection, but also for communities maintaining ownership of 
their traditional lands. At least with gem mines peoples’ attention is to digging in the ground and not 
to exploiting the rich forest and land resources of the area.         
 
8.4) Capacity to support Community Management in O Jaloi and O Sing Lear 
It is fortunate that this community mapping and management work started when it did, because the 
new O Sing Lear town is just finding its feet and hasn't yet had the time to exert its authority over its 
'domains'. The meetings with the new town officials were therefore timely in that the community was 
able to present its plans before the new town had any. As events have shown this initial advantage 
must be constantly followed up with concrete demonstrations of community management on the 
ground, or the advantage will be lost.  
 
The CBNRM Team is already stretched to the limit, next year working in 13 communes. Government 
staff capacity is low and turnover is high, as those who have experience leave as soon as a higher paid 
position comes available. Out of the 6 Government O Sing Lear Core Team members only 2 are 
presently working in O Sing Lear. The original team leader is now working on a World Bank 
Biodiversity project, 1 more has stopped and 2 others have had to be pulled away to work in other 
communes. 
 
Added to this is the inaccessibility of O Sing Lear. The new road is simply a rutted track through the 
forest. In the wet season the road is impassable by anything except Russian jeeps, and impossible by 
motorbike. The motorbikes used are old and the nature of the roads causes many breakdowns.  
 
Without a definite focus on the work in O Sing Lear, that takes into account the significant threats and 
difficulties faced, all preliminary work and goodwill established with communities could turn into 
frustration and anger. Sufficient funding and human resources is required to maintain the momentum.     
 
8.5) Building on the experience of community management at Yeak Laom lake  
After establishing the principle/precedent of community management at Yeak Laom lake the 
Provincial Government is now supportive of the idea, and there are real opportunities at the moment to 
build on these early experiences. However establishing community management at Yeak Laom has 
taken a considerable amount of time and resources. For reasons above this cannot be replicated at O 
Sing Lear. The opportunity does exist however to make use of the expertise that has been developed at 
Yeak Laom for training and advising in O Sing Lear. 



 
It must also be said that as yet Yeak Laom lake has not actually yet made enough income to cover the 
expenses of wages, etc., eventhough income generation is improving. Deficits in income have been 
made up by a subsidy from the CARERE/IDRC Project that has been supporting Yeak Laom. Perhaps 
the first hard lesson O Sing Lear Community members will learn will be that a lot of hard work is 
required for not much return. The second hard lesson will be that because returns might not actually 
meet expenses there will be little or no money left over for use for community projects. This has been 
a problem in Yeak Laom where the wider community see little benefit coming from its lake project. 
 
The CBNRM/O Sing Lear Team also lacks experience in setting up a community managed tourism 
venture. Several opportunities exist to link in with travel agents, tour operators etc., but this is 
specialist work. If this community based eco-tourism is not done properly disputes will result between 
and within villages. Already some members of Chongra village are angry at other members of the 
commune committee who cooperated with the private businessman to take parking fees during 
Chinese New Year. Efforts are under way to look for an organisation that might be interested in taking 
over this capacity building/environmental management work, but prospective candidates are few. 
 
8.6) Community initiated protected area management 
The encouraging aspect of this work is the development of a community initiated protected area. This 
is in contrast to the work presently going into establishing Virachey National Park (e.g. World Bank 
Biodiversity Project), which was largely delineated by drawing lines on maps in Phnom Penh. The 
forests of the O Jaloi watershed, on fertile basalt soils, are potentially as biodiverse as Virachey. The 
difference is that the communities themselves are deciding where they would like protected areas, 
wildlife areas, etc., and they are the ones deciding what should happen in each area. The represents an 
interesting alternative model to imposition of these areas from above. Whether this approach is 
successful depends on whether the Government and Development organisations are willing to enter 
into meaningful partnerships with the indigenous resource managers of the area.       
 
9) Conclusion 
Simply this work is now at a crossroads as are the O Jaloi communities. The communities cannot 
abandon their core zone to others, but also expectations may be greater than what the tourism activity 
can deliver. The first test will be during Khmer New, whether the community committee can cope and 
establish their place as managers of the area. Next there will be whether the community managers can 
resist the advances of several would be 'associates' who will try to get them to share the proceeds. The 
further challenge will be to establish open and transparent management and distribution of any income 
so that internal disputes do not arise. 
 
The new O Sing Lear town also represents daunting challenges and perhaps opportunities. The town 
represents potential visitors and income for the waterfall area, and could actually mean that the 
venture will be profitable. The threats are also very real not only to the protection of O Sing Lear core 
zone but also to community forest management. The initiative needs ongoing and sustained support to 
ensure productive and sustainable community eco-tourism, forest co-management models can be 
developed. If community management is not established that is strong enough to resist the inevitable 
threats and challenges, then it might be too late for a second chance.  
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Appendix 1 - Core Zone Rules and Regulations 
 
1.1) Ol Village 
Objective: 
• Want area for tourists 
• Income for community 
• Establish committee so that management can be implemented for the long term 
• Children understand the area for tourism and environment 
• Want to conserve resources in the core zone 
• Want to conserve culture 
• Want women to understand what natural resource management work is 
 
Problems in the core zone 
• There is a lack of natural resource management 
• There is anarchic tree cutting  
• There is electrocuting of fish  
• Hunting animals 
• Uncontrolled setting of fires burns the forest 
• Cars and motos enter 
 
Internal rules of the core zone 
• No hunting of large animals 
• No cutting of trees, bamboo or rattan 
• No poisoning or using electric shock to catch fish - communities may use traditional fishing 

methods 
• No cars or motos may enter 
• No selling, market stalls or restaurants without the agreement of the committee 
• No guns in the core zone 
• No cutting of agricultural fields (chamkas) or claiming private land 
• No starting of fires without the agreement of the committee 
• No resin taking, honey collection, or cutting of trees for the fruit  
• No digging gems  
 
Fines (1$U.S. = 3,900 Riels) 
• Hunting - 10,000 - 150,000 riels according to the size of the animal 
• Cutting trees, bamboo, vines without agreement from the committee 
 1 tree - 30,000 - 50,000 riels even if authorisation was obtained from elsewhere 
 Bamboo, vines, or rattan - 1,000 riels per plant 
• Poisoning or electrocuting fish - 20,000 riels and confiscation of equipment 
• Cars, motos, bicycles out of specified areas 
 Cars - 5,000 riels 
 Motos - 3,000 riels 
 Bicycle - 2,000 riels 
• Market sellers without authorisation from the Committee - 2,000 riels per stall 
• Cutting of chamkas - 300,000 riels per ha. 
• Lighting fires - 30,000 riels per damaged ha? 
• Taking of resin or honey by a non community member - 10,000 riels 
• Cutting down trees to collect the fruit - 5,000 riels per tree 

 1
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• Digging gems - 10,000 riels per hole and confiscation of digging equipment 
 
1.2) Galang Village 
Objectives 
• Want to have contact with tourists 
• Want the area to be attractive like other tourist areas 
• Want income for the community 
• Want to look after the resources for the long term 
• Want their community to progress 
• Want to keep traditions 
• Want women to understand what natural resource management work is 
 
Problems in the core zone 
• Trees are being cut and there are no rules to control this 
• Hunting is uncontrolled 
• There is no income for the community 
• Electrocuting of fish 
• Continual encroachment of gem mining in the core zone 
• Washing of gems is also impacting on the core zone 
• Cars and motos enter 
• Cans bottles and plastic are thrown everywhere 
• Visitors come and start fires 
• Resin extraction also causes fires to start 
 
Internal core zone Rules 
• No cutting of trees, bamboo, vines or rattan without agreement from the committee 
• No hunting, or traps may be set 
• No trucks allowed to enter 
• No electrocuting of fish 
• No gem mining or gem washing  
• No lighting of fires 
• No trees may be cut for houses, charcoal making or coffins without agreement from the committee 
• No selling, market stalls, or restaurants without agreement for the committee 
• No cars, motos or bicycles - except in specified areas 
• Community may fish for subsistence use using traditional fishing methods 
• No cutting of chamkas or claiming private land 
 
Fines (1$U.S. = 3,900 Riels) 
• Cutting trees, rattan, or bamboo (regardless of rules from elsewhere) 
 1 tree - 300,000 - 500,000 riels and confiscation of equipment 
 Rattan or bamboo - 1,000 - 2,000 riels per plant and confiscation of equipment 
• Hunting -  large animals - 150,000 - 1,000,000 riels 
  rare animals - inform to the relevant Departments 
• Gem mining and washing - 20,000 - 30,000 riels, confiscation of equipment, and report them to the 

Authorities or relevant Departments 
• Lighting fires - 200,000 riels per damaged ha 
• Cars, motos or bicycles 
 Cars - 7,000 riels 
 Motos - 5,000 riels 
 Bicycles - 3,000 riels 
• Cutting chamkas or claiming land - 200,000 per ha and report them to the relevant authorities 
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• Electrocuting fish - 5,000 riels and confiscation of equipment regardless of other rules 
1.3) Additional Rules and Regulations from all 4 villages (including Kanang and Chongra) 
(Rules and Regulations are being combined to cover the 4 villages. Rules mentioned above will not be 
repeated. This section is a draft only and will be modified after further discussions) 
 
Objectives 
• Want development for the Village and Commune 
• Protect O Jaloi watershed 
• Want to use income for building schools in the villages, wells 
 
Problems 
• Roads are bad and the bridges are in disrepair 
• The are no village communal meeting houses 
• There is a limited capacity in the villages to manage the income from tourism 
• There is not yet a joint committee to manage the Core Zone 
• Chamkas (agricultural fields) are being cut close to O Sing Lear 
• Women don't understand clearly what NRM means and have a limited understanding of Khmer 

language 
• There is a lack of communication between villages 
• There is no control of hunting 
• Neighbouring villages encroach on village land for cutting chamkas 
• There is not yet any income from the tourist area 
• People cut down resin producing trees 
• Visitors light fires in the core zone 
• Rubbish is scattered everywhere near the waterfalls 
• People are digging for gems in the core zone 
• Washing gems causes run off into the core zone 
 
Internal Rules 
• No hunting in the core zone and community forest areas 
• Villages will not be allowed to cut chamkas on other villages' land 
• Trees cannot be cut down in order to get the animal inside 
• No traps are allowed in the core zone and community forest areas 
• Cutting chamkas beside streams is prohibited 
• No guns are allowed in the core zone and community forest areas 

 
Fines (1$U.S. = 3,900 Riels) 
• Cutting 1 tree in the core zone - 100,000 - 500,000 riels, confiscation of equipment and send 

information to the relevant government ministry 
• Hunting animals - 500,000 - 1,000,000 riels 
• Neighbouring villages cutting chamkas on other villages' land - 500,000 - 1,000,000 riels 
• Collecting resin in the core zone - 30,000 - 50,000 riels per 30 litres of resin 
• Cutting trees to get the animal inside or to collect non timber forest products - 100,000 - 300,000 
• Intentionally burning in the core zone - 1,000,000 - 2,000,000 riels per ha. 
• Digging gems in core zone or community forest areas 30,000 - 50,000 riels 
• Unintentionally causing a fire - 100,000 - 2,000,000 riels 
• Cutting a chamka in a protection area - 300,000 riels per ha and not allow the person to use the 

area. 
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Appendix 2 - Village Visions and Management Plans 
 
 
2.1) Ol Village - Work and Management Plan 

Components Activities 
1. Objectives • Want to develop the waterfall area as a tourist area 

• Develop a plan to build a tourism centre 
• Develop community participation 
• Develop a schedule of responsibilities for managing and guarding the area 

2. Key tasks • Participate to protect the core zone 
• Construct a cultural house 
• Construct 3 stairs for access to the falls 
• Construct a track from the village to the core zone 
• Clean up the area 
• Develop the area for moto, car and bicycle parking and build a guard house 

3. Protecting traditional culture • Make signs to ban tree cutting 
• Make signs to identify tree species 
• Make signs to identify the boundary of the core zone and inform neighbouring villages 
• Collect handicrafts from outside for sale or make them themselves 

4. Training requirements for core zone 
management 

• Developing maps for the core zone 
• Khmer literacy 
• English 
• Administration, report writing and bookkeeping 
• Hosting visitors and tourists 
• Study tours to other communes or to outside the Province 

 
 
2.2) Galang village - Work and Management Plan 

Components Activities 
1. Prepare and look after the core zone 

area to become a tourist area 
• Develop community management of the core zone 
• Develop rules and regulations 
• Make signs to inform  
• Develop small trails for walking and sightseeing 
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2. Develop the waterfall area as a tourist 
area 

• Get recognition from Authorities and the relevant line departments 
• Begin training the village NRM Committee in the management of the core zone 
• Inform neighbouring communities 

3. People in the area have work and get 
benefit 

• Invite neighbouring communities to participate in studying to develop the area 
• Study includes developing a price for development 
• Develop a cultural centre and place signs around the area 
• Make stairs in 3 places, install rubbish tins, parking area  

4. Look after our cultural tradition • Make signs showing the names of trees 
• Begin training in management and communication  for receiving guests 
• Begin training in English 
• Begin training in administration and bookkeeping 
• Collect handicrafts to put in the centre 

 
 
2.3) Chongra Village - Vision and Management Plan 

Vision  Activities 
1. In the future there will be big trees and 

a lot of animals 
• Need to inform about bans in certain areas with signs along boundaries 
• Need to create management rules and community forestry laws 
• Organise a definite system of management 
• Begin training of roles and responsibilities for village and commune committees for natural resource  

management   
• Inform and disseminate about looking after and managing natural resources within and in neighbouring 

communities 
• People need to participate in each activity 

2. Children in the future will be able to 
use the natural resources sustainably 

• Delineate and get recognition of the village boundary 
• Inform neighbouring communities 
• Cooperate with the Government Authorities 
• Begin planting additional useful trees - coconut, mango, cashew, coffee,  
• Begin planting useful forest products - malva nuts, rattan, cardamom   

3. There is enough water for humans and 
animals  

• Protect forest along streams 50m from the stream bank 
• Prohibit the poisoning and electrocuting of fish 
• No gem mining is allowed 100m from the stream bank 
• Participate to protect and look after resources within the village and with neighbouring communities 
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4. Participate with the management of O 
Sing Lear Core Zone 

• Cooperate with Galang and Ol Villages 
• Participate in the management of the Core Zone 
• Participate in the building of a cultural centre 
• Permanently participate in supplying labour for work in the area 
• Participate in building of roads and bridges 

 
 
2.4) Kanang Village - Vision and Management Plan 

Vision Activities 
1. Look after the forest and animals for 

the children in the future 
• People cooperate together to look after natural resources 
• Village NRM Committee and people will need to learn about management 
• Get experiences from other communities and put them into practice here 
• Prohibit forest cutters from operating 
• Inform and disseminate within the village and to neighbouring communities 
• Prohibit the killing of forest animals 
• Make and place signs along the community forest boundary 
• Delineate and get recognition of community forest boundary 

2. Village NRM Committee are 
knowledgeable of the work involved in 
managing natural resources  

• Start training for committee about their roles and responsibilities for natural resource management 
• Inform village members    

3. Want to develop the waterfall area as a 
tourist area 

• Clear a track for access from the village to the waterfall area 
• Study about developing the waterfall area 
• People participate to develop a tourism area at the waterfalls 
• Participate in developing a design for a tourist centre 
• Make a tourist centre at the waterfall area 
• Place signs at the tourist area 
• Produce and collect handicrafts for sale 
• Participate in the cleaning of the waterfall area 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 3 - Summary of Outputs 
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Projected Achievements Activities Activities to be completed 
1. Land Possession and Natural Resource 

Management Map for the 13,000ha O Sing 
Lear Area presented to Provincial 
Authorities for recognition  

• Delineation of community user areas in 2 
villages. 

• Two more villages yet to mapped. GPS users 
have been trained in one of these villages. 

• Presentation to Provincial Authorities delayed 
until the other 2 villages have been completed 

2. Local place names transferred onto 
Provincial maps 

• Mapping of place names carried out in 2 
villages 

• Two further villages to be completed 

3. A Group of 6 - 8 indigenous people trained 
in maps and the use of GPS 

• Six people attended training from O Sing Lear 
on maps and GPS. 

• Village RM Committee members in 2 villages 
also received practical training on the job 

• One village could not attend the training and 
require training during the village mapping 
work. 

• Village based trainings to be conducted to 
explain the mapping activities and the results.  

4. Recommendations and training material 
for empowering local mapping 

• Training material prepared, tested and 
modified after initial community training. 

• Training of trainers carried out and 
methodology and material used for other 
villages and communes.  

• Feedback of maps produced to build greater 
integration between Provincial GIS Unit and 
community mappers 

5. Development of a data collection and 
management system for indigenous 
people/Government collaboration 

• GIS training for Provincial GIS operators and 
CBNRM Team. 

• Training of GIS operators in village research 
collecting local place names. 

• Ongoing development of Provincial GIS 
database. 

• 2001 aerial photographs of O Sing Lear 
watershed being processed. 

• Training of village GPS users.   

• Training of indigenous people and women in 
the use of GIS. 

• Development of principles to govern the use 
of indigenous information. 

• Presentation of watershed management plan 
for approval to Provincial Authorities 

6. Establishment of Community Management 
in O Sing Lear Protected Area 

• Selection and initial training of community 
resource management committees  

• Core Zone Area delineated. 
• Exchanges held with community managers of 

Yeak Laom Protected Area 
• Meetings held between communities 

representatives and Provincial and O Sing 
Lear Town Authorities.  

• Need to establish community managed 
tourism activities before April 2001 (Khmer 
New Year) in the Core Zone. 

• Ongoing training and exchange between Yeak 
Laom and O Sing Lear Protected Areas. 

• Preparation of Protected Area Management 
Plan to be submitted for Provincial 
Government approval. 
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• The 4 relevant villages have developed rules 
and regulations for this area. 

7. Establishment of Community Forestry 
activities and Land Use Management Plans 
for the O Jaloi watershed. 

• Community forest areas delineated in 2 
villages 

• Preparations made for cooperation with the 
Provincial forestry department to implement 
community forest management. 

• Community forestry regulations required to be 
drawn up. 

• Discussions required between O Sing Lear 
town and community managers to agree on 
forest management principles 
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Appendix 4 - Sketch maps of information collected from villages 
NB. Blank areas are largely the areas that the communities have reserved for swidden farming 
 
No.1 Galang Village Management Areas 
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No 2. Ol Village Management Areas 
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No 3. O Sing Lear Core Zone (Galang and  Ol Village) 
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No 4. Kanang Village Management Areas 
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No 5. Chongra Village Management Areas 
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